
or families of children with developmental differences

   



isitors are encouraged to call in advance for any 
uestions or concerns about their visit.

  uesday nights are typically the most crowdedbusy 
and will be more overwhelming to the sensory system 
than any other time.

  istract aks are available by re uest at the 
admissions desk.

  alleries are low sensory, but due to the delicate and 
epensive nature of the collection, the epectation is 
that there is no touching of art and patrons are to 
stand an arm s length away from each piece.

  estrooms are available on the st floor near the 
caf  and on the nd floor.

  st floor has a familyfriendly option

  isitors can bring snacks to eat in the caf but no 
food allowed in the galleries.

  here are lockers available to store purses, 
lunchboes, etc.

  f you decide to visit the ewel o, please be aware 
that if the glass is disturbed it may result in loud 
alarms going off. lease keep your loved one away 
from the glass in this room.

otes to aregivers



here is a statue and a bench outside that  can touch to see what it 

feels like before we go in.

oday we are going to the ames useum of Western  Wildlife rt 

When we are in the museum we will not be able to touch the art.



When we enter the building we will 

be in the arroyo main lobby. We will 

be greeted by a security guard. f  

have a bag, he or she will have to look 

inside. fter the security guard 

checks our bags we will go to the 

counter to get our tickets.



 will get a bracelet to wear 

while  am in the museum. f 

the bracelet feels too 

uncomfortable on my wrist,  

can ask to have it placed 

elsewhere, like on my belt loop. 



o the left of the arroyo, there will 

be a uiet room available for me 

and my family to sit in if  need a 

uiet space. he room is normally 

locked, but staff can call a 

manager to have it opened if we 

ask.



When we leave the arroyo we will go up the stairs or the elevator to 

the galleries on the second floor. We will pass a cool water feature 

that looks like stairs, but it is not for climbing or touching.



 
When we enter the 

galleries we will have to be 

library uiet voice levels , 

 or . We will not be 

allowed to touch anything 

and we will have to stay an 

arms length away from the 

arart. here will be staff 

members dressed in black 

with name tags and radios. 

 can ask them if  have any 

uestions if  get lost, or if  

need to use the uiet 

room.

o alking

Whisper oice

uiet oice

trong peaking

utside oice



s we go through the museum there 

will be benches to sit on if  get tired. 

here will also be rest rooms if  need 

to use the bathroom and water 

fountains if  get thirsty. here is also a 

room where we can sit and watch a 

movie if  want to take a break from 

walwalking.  may not be able to nish the 

movie and that is okay.  will leave the 

room with the people m with.



here will be several galleries to eplore.  will remember to walk 

and stay with the person or people  came with. ost of the art 

we will see is about western culture. ome of the art may be 

scary or sad. f  want to move to another space  can tell the 

person or people  am with.



here is so much to see at the 
ames useum. When we are 
nished we will leave the 
same way we came in. here 
will be a gift shop and a caf 
there. We may or may not be 
able to visit the gift shop or 
cacaf today and thats okay. f 
we cant go today, maybe we 
can go net time.
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